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Abstract

Our work concerns the design of robust information retrieval environments that
can successfully handle queries containing misspelled words. Our aim is to perform a
comparative analysis of the efficacy of two possible strategies that can be adopted.

A first strategy involves those approaches based on correcting the misspelled query,
thus requiring the integration of linguistic information in the system. This solution
has been studied from complementary standpoints, according to whether contextual
information of a linguistic nature is integrated in the process or not, the former implying
a higher degree of complexity.

A second strategy involves the use of charactern-grams as the basic indexing unit,
which guarantees the robustness of the information retrieval process whilst at the same
time eliminating the need for a specific query correction stage. This is a knowledge-
light and language-independent solution which requires nolinguistic information for
its application.

Both strategies have been subjected to experimental testing, with Spanish being
used as the case in point. This is a language which, unlike English, has a great variety
of morphological processes, making it particularly sensitive to spelling errors.

The results obtained demonstrate that stemming-based approaches are highly sen-
sitive to misspelled queries, particularly with short queries. However, such a negative
impact can be effectively reduced by the use of correction mechanisms duringquerying,
particularly in the case of context-based correction, since more classical approaches in-
troduce too much noise when query length is increased. On theother hand, ourn-gram
based strategy shows a remarkable robustness, with averageperformance losses appre-
ciably smaller than those for stemming.
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1. Introduction

Many information retrieval (IR) applications such as information extraction, ques-
tion answering and dialog systems require user queries to becongruent with the docu-
mentary databases we are exploiting. In this sense, although formal IR models are de-
signed for well-spelled corpora and queries, useful querying should be robust against
spelling errors. We include in this category (Kukich, 1992)errors resulting from a
lack of knowledge of orthography; typographical errors caused by a lack of accuracy
in typing; and errors resulting from noisy generation tasks, usually deriving from texts
written and published before the computer age1. Regardless of their cause, we shall re-
fer to this kind of phenomena asmisspelling errors, whose presence can substantially
hinder the performance ofIR applications.

The design of error-tolerant solutions able to mitigate or limit the effects of mis-
spellings has become a priority in the design of query languages. Nowadays, there is a
redoubled interest (Guo et al., 2008) in the management of misspelled queries arising
from the phenomenon of globalization, led by increased access to information and the
widespread popularity of its use. Within this context, there is a need to tackle aspects
that have a decisive effect on the complexity of the problem, such as content hetero-
geneity (Huang and Efthimiadis, 2009; Kwon et al., 2009; Li et al., 2006) and the
increasing size of the databases on which the search is performed (Celikik and Bast,
2009). This has led to the appearance of specific proposals both with regard to lan-
guage (Hagiwara and Suzuki, 2009; Magdy and Darwish, 2008; Suzuki et al., 2009)
and the area of knowledge under consideration (Wilbur et al., 2006), making it advis-
able to foresee the inclusion of mechanisms for managing misspelled queries of this
nature during the design stage ofIR tools (Konchady, 2008).

From a practical point of view, most significant experimental examination seems
to be limited to texts written in English (Kukich, 1992; Croft et al., 2009), a language
with a very simple lexical structure. Practical results suggest that while baselineIR can
remain relatively unaffected by misspellings, relevance feedback via query expansion
becomes highly unstable under these conditions (Lam-Adesina and Jones, 2006). This
constitutes a major drawback in the design ofIR systems, since query expansion is a
major issue in the production of improved query formulations (Guo and Ramakrishnan,

1Regardless of the approach chosen to convert them into an electronic format, whether it be an expen-
sive manual transcription, a scanner or a more sophisticatedoptical character recognition(OCR) technique,
the process will irremediably introduce this kind of errors.Thus the final document obtained can only be
considered as a degraded version of the original text.
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2009; Lu et al., 2009a,b; Stokes et al., 2009). This fact in itself justifies efforts made in
dealing with misspelled queries.

The operational basis for the treatment of misspelled queries consists of replacing
the original string matching algorithm with a more flexible approximate method. It
is interesting to note that practical constraints for solving misspellings inIR systems
are different from those present in Text Processing systems. In the latter, the usual
solution consists in presenting the user with a set of candidate corrections and lower
first-guess accuracy is usually tolerated (Mitton, 2009). However, inIR systems, this
kind of interaction is impractical. Therefore, the strategies considered forIR systems
should assure fully automatic treatment (Agirre et al., 1998; Kukich, 1992), with no
need for the user to intervene after inputting the initial query.

In this article we consider two different strategies for managing misspelled queries
(Manning et al., 2008). The first of these is based on correcting the query before it is
sent to the search engine, which necessarily implies the need for a dictionary. We can
here distinguish two forms of spelling correction problems:

• Isolated-word error correction(Mitton, 2009; Savary, 2001; Vilares et al., 2004),
which tries to correct a single query term at a time, limitingthe possibility of cor-
rection tonon-word errors. In this sense, this kind of technique could fail to de-
tectreal-word errors, i.e. errors that produce another word that is also valid. An
example would be the query“word swimming championships”, which contains
a misspelling of”world” ; this would not be detected because each individual
term in the sentence is correctly spelled in isolation.

• Context-dependent word correction(Otero et al., 2007; Reynaert, 2004), which
is able to address the real-word error case and the correction of non-word errors
that have more than one potential correction.

The second strategy is to consider a technique based on the use of charactern-
grams (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a; Robertson and Willett, 1998). This technique
is applicable to the case of isolated-word error correctionand is independent of the
extent of linguistic knowledge. In this casen-grams are used as the basis for generating
indexes, thereby eliminating the need for dictionaries.

In order to study the validity of these strategies and make the relevant compar-
isons, a testing framework has been formally designed. To the best of our knowledge,
no relevant in-depth work of this kind has been previously documented. This testing
framework allows us to study the influence, if any, of whetheror not linguistic infor-
mation is taken into account. We consider three incrementallevels: the total exclusion
of linguistic information, the use of dictionaries alone and the additional integration of
contextual information. This cline is paralleled in the sphere of computational com-
plexity, thus enabling us to also evaluate the real impact ofeach strategy in terms of
its cost. The consideration of Spanish as a case in point willallow us to estimate the
validity of these strategies outside standard working frames for English.

The structure of the rest of this article is as follows. Firstly, Section 2 describes
the state-of-the-art in this domain. Next, Section 3 deals with the spelling correction
techniques to be used in the correction-based strategy. After justifying in Section 4 the
use of Spanish because of its challenging nature (from a spelling correction point of
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view), we introduce in the following sections the experiments we have performed for
testing the proposed strategies. First, Section 5 states the research objectives pursued,
while Section 6 describes the methodology we have used for designing our experi-
ments. Next, the results obtained in these tests are presented in Section 7 and then
discussed in Sections 8 and 9. Finally, Section 10 presents our conclusions and pro-
posals for future work.

2. The State-of-the-Art

As previously stated, the state-of-the-art distinguishestwo generic approaches
(Manning et al., 2008), commonly documented on English texts (Kukich, 1992; Croft
et al., 2009), to deal with misspelled queries onIR applications. The first of these takes
complete dictionary entries as the matching unit between the query and the database
for the retrieval task, whilst the second one considers subwords instead.

2.1. The Spelling Correction Approach

Focusing first on entire dictionary entries, spelling correction is a well known sub-
ject matter inNLP (Mitton, 2009; Reynaert, 2004; Savary, 2001; Vilares et al., 2004),
often based on the notion of edit distance2 (Levenshtein, 1966). When dealing with
misspelled queries, the aim is to replace the erroneous termor terms in the query with
those considered to be the correct ones and whose edit distance with regard to the
former is the smallest possible. This will imply a greater orlesser quality and compu-
tational complexity according to the strategy adopted (Mihov and Schulz, 2004).

Given that applications of this kind inIR should require fully automatic correc-
tion (Agirre et al., 1998; Kukich, 1992), these methods can be extended to eliminate,
as far as possible, any intermediate decision to be made by the user. One of the first
attempts in this sense was to consider phonetic informationwhen applying correction,
assuming that misspellings arise because the user types a query that sounds like the
target term (Bourne and Ford, 1961). The idea consists of generating a phonetic hash
for each term, in such a way that similar-sounding terms hashto the same value. These
methods, known assoundex algorithms, have been shown to perform poorly for gen-
eral spelling correction (Zobel and Dart, 1996), this beingour reason for ruling out
their use.

In this sense, some authors propose assigning different weights to different kinds
of edit operations, responding to certain linguistic criteria. So, term weighting func-
tions may be introduced to assign importance to the individual words of a document
representation, in such a manner that it can be more or less dependent on the collection
misspelling (Taghva et al., 1994). At this point, experimental results (Magdy and Dar-
wish, 2008) have proved that using a sufficiently large language model for correction
can minimize the need for morphologically sensitive error repair.

Other works interpret spelling correction as a statisticalquestion, also known as the
noisy channelmodel (Kernighan et al., 1990; Collins-Thompson et al., 2001), where

2The number of edit operations to be considered between two strings in order to transform one into the
other.
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the misspelled query is viewed as a probabilistic variationof a correct one (Brill and
Moore, 2000; Toutanova and Moore, 2002). This technique also provides ways of
incorporating phonetic similarity, proximity to the keyword and data from the actual
spelling mistakes made by users. Its greatest advantage, however, is the possibility of
generating contextual information, which adds linguistically-motivated features (Hirst
and Budanitsky, 2005; Reynaert, 2004) to the string distance module (Jiang and Con-
rath, 1997) and suggests that the difference in average precision in misspelled texts can
be reduced to a few percentage points in comparison with properly-spelled ones (Ruch,
2002). More appropriate for dealing with real-word errors,its success depends as much
on the wealth of knowledge accumulated as on the way in which this is acquired and
then used. In this sense, initial proposals represented knowledge opaquely in large sets
of features and weights (Golding and Roth, 1996) that are notapparent (Wahida Banu
and Sathish Kumar, 2004). This justifies the development of techniques (Mangu and
Brill , 1997) whose goal is to explore whether a method incorporating a small num-
ber of simple learned correction rules can achieve comparable performance, although
from the outset the results obtained do not appear to constitute an improvement on the
original architecture (Golding and Roth, 1999). More recent works have simply linked
its application, in practice, to specific domains of knowledge (Nicolas et al., 2009). In
this regard, we should remember that a large percentage of errors in queryingIR appli-
cations correspond to real-word ones (Kukich, 1992), whichwould appear to suggest
the need to have strategies of this kind available.

There are also some general considerations that should be taken into account when
attempting to apply algorithms of this kind to highly dynamic databases that contin-
uously change over time. This is the case of queries on Internet search engines, for
which any dictionary-based solution would appear to be hardto implement given the
huge amount of terms and spheres of knowledge to which reference would have to be
made (Kukich, 1992). This is the reason for the introduction, with the intention of re-
stricting the potential domain for correction, of solutions based on the study ofquery-
logs (Cucerzan and Brill, 2004), which provide an excellent opportunity for gaining
insight into how a search engine is used. In particular, we can use this information to
infer search intent (Hofmann et al., 2009), a question of undeniable interest when it
comes to defining spelling correction strategies. Unfortunately, these methodologies
lack effectiveness when dealing with rarely-used terms, uncommon misspellings and
out-of-vocabulary(OOV) words3, due to the well-known difficulty of dealing with the
data sparseness problem on a statistical basis. In this sense, other authors (Chen et al.,
2007) propose the use of web search results to improve existing query spelling correc-
tion models based solely on query logs by leveraging the information on the web related
to the query and its top-ranked candidate. However, although this technique seems to
achieve some promising results, it should only be considered as a simple complement
to more general and robust baseline correction models.

3In spite of the availability of full dictionaries, a number oflexical entries can usually be included in this
category. This is the case of novel or non-standard expressions, technical terminology, rare proper nouns or
abbreviations.
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2.2. The n-Gram Based Approach

We can consider two bases for the characterisation and manipulation of text (Robert-
son and Willett, 1998): on the one hand, the individual characters that form the basis
for the byte-level operations available to computers, and on the other, the individual
words that are used by people — in this work represented by thespelling correction
approaches previously discussed. These basic units can then be assembled into larger
text segments such as sentences, paragraphs, etc.n-Grams, however, provide an in-
termediate level that has advantages in terms of efficiency and effectiveness over the
conventional character-based or word-based approaches totext processing.

Formally, ann-gramis a sub-sequence ofn characters from a given word (Robert-
son and Willett, 1998). So, for example, we can split the word"potato" into four
overlapping character 3-grams:-pot-, -ota-, -tat- and-ato-.

Charactern-grams have been successfully used for a long time in a wide variety
of text processing problems and domains, including the following: approximate word
matching (Zobel and Dart, 1995; Mustafa, 2005), string-similarity measures (Angell
et al., 1983), language identification (Gottron and Lipka, 2010; G̈okçay and G̈okçay,
1995), authorship attribution (Kešelj et al., 2003), text compression (Wisniewski, 1987),
and bioinformatics (Pavlović-Laetíc et al., 2009; Cheng and Carbonell, 2007; Tomović
et al., 2006).

In this way,n-gram based processing has become a standard state-of-art text pro-
cessing approach, whose success comes from its positive features (Tomovíc et al.,
2006):

• Simplicity: no linguistic knowledge or resources are required.

• Efficiency: one pass processing.

• Robustness: relatively insensitive to spelling variations and errors.

• Completeness: token alphabet known in advance.

• Domain independence: language and topic independent.

Such advantageous features have not been ignored by theIR research community
either (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a; Robertson and Willett,1998). Initially, during
the 70s and 80s, the main interest for applyingn-grams toIR was focused on the use
of compression and dictionary-reduction techniques in order to reduce the demand of
the at-the-time expensive disk storage resources (Schuegraf and Heaps, 1973; Willett,
1979; Wisniewski, 1986). Later, in the 90s,n-grams started to be considered as alter-
native indexing terms on their own (Cavnar, 1994; Damashek,1995; Huffman, 1995).
Today, the use ofn-grams as index terms forIR applications is widely extended because
of the advantages they provide, advantages directly derived from their very nature.

Their inherent simplicity and ease of application are also their first major advan-
tage when applied toIR (Foo and Li, 2004). These systems typically utilize language-
specific resources such as stopword lists, phrase lists, stemmers, decompounders, lexi-
cons, thesauri, part-of-speech taggers or other linguistic tools and resources to facilitate
retrieval (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a). Obtaining and integrating these resources
into the system may be costly in terms of time and even financial expense if commercial
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toolkits are used. The use of charactern-gram tokenization, however, requires no prior
information about document contents or language, it being aknowledge-light approach
which does not rely on language-specific processing (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004b;
Cavnar, 1994). Basically, both queries and documents are simply tokenized into over-
lappingn-grams instead of words, and the resulting terms are then processed as usual
by the retrieval engine. So, thisn-gram based approach can be easily incorporated
into traditional IR systems independently, for example, of the retrieval modelbeing
used: vector (Hollink et al., 2004; Savoy, 2003), probabilistic (Savoy, 2003; Ogawa
and Matsuda, 1999), divergence from randomness (Vilares etal., 2008) or statistical
language modeling (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a; Dolamic andSavoy, 2008).

The second major benefit of usingn-gram based index terms, and the one directly
involved in the present work, is the robustness of this approach. This robustness comes
from the redundancy derived from the tokenization process.Since every string is de-
composed into overlapping small parts, any spelling errorsthat are present tend to
affect only a limited number of those parts, leaving the remainder intact, thus still mak-
ing matching possible. Therefore, the system will be betterprepared for working in
noisy environments, since it is able to cope not only with spelling errors, but also with
out-of-vocabulary words and spelling, morphological or even historical variants (Mc-
Namee et al., 2009; Lee and Ahn, 1996; Mustafa and Al-Radaideh, 2004), in contrast
with classical conflation techniques based on stemming, lemmatization or morpholog-
ical analysis, which are negatively affected by these phenomena. This feature is ex-
tremely valuable, not only for regular text retrieval tasks, but also for specialized tasks
such asspoken document retrieval(SDR) (Ng et al., 2000), orcross-lingual information
retrieval (CLIR) over closely-related languages using no translation, butonly cognate
matching4 (McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a).

The third major factor for the success ofn-grams inIR applications comes from
their inherent language-independent nature. As explainedabove, they need no prior
information about grammars for stemming, stopwords, or even tokenization. So, there
is no need for any language-specific processing, since no linguistic knowledge or mor-
phological peculiarities of individual languages are taken into account (Robertson and
Willett, 1998; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a). This is becausen-gram based matching
itself provides a surrogate means of normalizing word formsand allowing languages of
very different natures to be managed without further processing (McNamee and May-
field, 2004b), a very important factor to be taken into account, particularly in the case
of multilingual environments or when linguistic resourcesare scarce or unavailable.

However, the use ofn-gram based indexing, as with any other technique, is not to-
tally free of drawbacks, the main one being the need for higher response times and stor-
age space requirements due to the larger indexing representations they generate (Miller
et al., 2000; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a). Firstly, the sizeof the lexicon may grow
considerably according to the length of then-gram. As shown, for example, by Miller
et al. (2000) in their experiments with English corpora, thenumber of uniquen-grams
will be larger than unique words in the same text corpus forn > 3. However, the main

4Cognatesare words with a common etymological origin. For example:”traducción” ("translation")
in Spanish vs.”tradución” in Galician vs.”tradução” in Portuguese.
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reason for such an increase is not the size of the dictionary,but the number of postings.
During the indexing of the first documents of the collection the number of uniquen-
grams, i.e. the size of the lexicon, will grow rapidly, sincethey will define the main part
of the ”vocabulary” of the collection, but it will grow considerably more slowly for the
remaining documents, since most of the uniquen-grams will have already appeared.
Nevertheless, this is not the case of the number of postings,which grows linearly in
the number of documents throughout the complete collection, consuming most of the
storage space (Miller et al., 2000).

The logical choice for minimizing this problem would be to reduce the index by
using some kind of direct or indirect pruning technique. In the first case, McNamee
and Mayfield (2004a) propose as a possible solution the use ofstatic index pruning
methods (Carmel et al., 2001). In the second case, ann-gram based stemming approach
is proposed (McNamee and Mayfield, 2007; Mayfield and McNamee, 2003). In this
approach only a single or reduced number ofn-grams of each word are selected for
indexing, attaining a similar index size to that of classical stemming based systems.
This so-called ”pseudo-stem” would be thosen-grams of highestinverse document
frecuency(IDF), i.e. the least frequent and most discriminatory. On the other hand,
Savoy and Rasolofo (2002) propose just the contrary, the useof a stop-n-gram list for
eliminating those most frequent and least discriminativen-grams. However, their list
was not automatically generated, but obtained fromn-grams created from a previously
existing stopword list. This means that the system would become language-dependent,
in this case for Arabic. Foo and Li (2004) used a similar manually created list for
Chinese.

Nevertheless, the advantages of usingn-grams as index terms seem to compensate
for the drawbacks, sincen-gram based retrieval has been successfully applied to a wide
range of languages of very different natures and widely differing morphological com-
plexity. It has been used, for example, with most European languages (McNamee et al.,
2009; McNamee and Mayfield, 2004a; Savoy, 2003; Hollink et al., 2004; Vilares et al.,
2006), whether Romance, Germanic or Slavic languages, and others like Greek, Hun-
garian and Finnish; it being particularly accurate for compounding and highly inflec-
tional languages. Moreover, althoughn-grams have been successfully applied to many
other languages such as Farsi (Persian) (McNamee, 2009), Turkish (Ekmekçioglu et al.,
1996), Arabic (Khreisat, 2009; Darwish and Oard, 2002; Savoy and Rasolofo, 2002)
and several Indian languages (Dolamic and Savoy, 2008), they are particularly popular
and effective in AsianIR (Nie and Ren, 1999; Foo and Li, 2004; Nie et al., 2000; Kwok,
1997; Ogawa and Matsuda, 1999; Ozawa et al., 1999; Lee and Ahn, 1996; McNamee,
2002). The reason for this is the nature of these languages. Chinese and Japanese
are characterized by being unsegmented languages where word boundaries are not
clearly indicated by delimiters such as spaces, thus sentences are written as contin-
uous strings of characters or ideographs. Thus, traditional IR word-based approaches
cannot be directly applied. In the case of Korean, however, the problem comes from
its agglutinative nature, where word stems are often compound words, resulting in a
serious decrease of retrieval effectiveness when applying classical word-based index-
ing. In both cases the solution comes from usingNLP techniques for segmenting the
text into either words or morphemes for their indexing (Ogawa and Matsuda, 1999;
Nie and Ren, 1999; Lee and Ahn, 1996). However, the application of these techniques
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has several drawbacks. Firstly, they require large dictionaries and complex linguistic
knowledge, not always available, which also require constant maintenance. Secondly,
they are sensitive to spelling errors, spelling variants, out-of-vocabulary words and tok-
enization ambiguities.n-Gram based indexing solves these problems, attaining similar
performance with a much simpler approach.

In conclusion, we can say that, over time,n-gram indexing has passed from being
considered as a mere alternative indexing method (Cavnar, 1994; Damashek, 1995), to
being considered, citing McNamee et al. (2009), a”strong default method that other
approaches should be measured against”.

Other IR-related, but more complex, applications ofn-grams are the use of skip-
grams, and the use of subword translation forCLIR applications.

The notion ofskipgram(McNamee, 2008), also referred to asgap-n-gram(Mustafa,
2005) or s-gram (Järvelin et al., 2008) by other authors, is a generalization of the
concept ofn-gram by allowingskipsduring the matching process. However, Mc-
Namee (2008) showed that skipgrams are dramatically more costly than traditional
n-grams and, while performing reasonably well, they are not demonstrably more effec-
tive. Moreover, their application is much more complex thanfor regularn-grams, since
they require considerable modiffications in theIR system. For these reasons their use
here has been discarded.

Finally, subword translation(Vilares et al., 2009, 2008; McNamee, 2008; Mc-
Namee and Mayfield, 2004b) consists of the use of statisticaltechniques for then-
gram-level alignment of parallel corpora in different languages for query translation in
CLIR systems. In the case of Spanish and English, for example, traditional word-based
statistical translation techniques (Och and Ney, 2003), would find that the Spanish
word”leche” means”milk” and”lechoso” means”milky” . However, ann-gram based
translation system would find that the Spanish source 4-gram-lech- corresponds to
the English 4-gram-milk-. Although this is not a proper translation from a linguistic
point of view, when applied toCLIR tasks it makes it possible to extend many of the
advantages ofn-gram based approaches to both the query translation process and the
matching process.

2.3. Formulation and Discussion

The nature of thecorpusunder consideration conditions the way in which mis-
spelled queries are dealt with. Its subject matter, size anddynamicity can decisively
affect the performance of techniques of proven efficacy in a different context. Further-
more, virtually all the studies that have been carried out inthis field have used texts
written in English, a language with a very simple lexical structure that facilitates the
way in which the problem can be treated but at the same time makes it difficult to ex-
trapolate results. This makes it advisable to study the problem of misspelled queries in
languages with a more complex lexical structure.

With regard to the algorithms involved, if we exclude those auxiliary techniques
whose fundamental interest lies in refining the precision ofbaseline techniques, the
high frequency of real-word errors and their ability to dealwith non-word errors and
OOV words would appear to justify the use of context-dependent correction methods
as well asn-gram based ones. This will also make it possible to evaluatethe real
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impact of using dictionaries, since they are essential in the first case but independent
of structures of this nature in the second. Finally, we should not exclude isolated word
error correction algorithms, given their value as a point ofreference since non-word
errors account for the majority of misspelling queries.

The above justifies even further the choices we have made whendesigning the
experiments for this work. Firstly, to compare the use of spelling correction techniques
(both isolated and context-dependent) for correcting the misspelled query, and the use
of charactern-grams as index terms in order to take advantage of their much-reasoned
inherent robustness. Next, in Section 3 we will describe in further depth the correction
algorithms to be used. However, in the case ofn-grams no further explanations are
required, given the simplicity of the approach. As previously described in Section 2.2,
the text is merely tokenized into overlappingn-grams before being submitted to the
system both for indexing and querying. Secondly, it also justifies the use of Spanish, a
much more complex language than English from a morphological point of view, whose
morphological features will be discussed later in Section 4.

3. Spelling Correction Techniques

We introduce and justify the spelling correction approach we consider in our testing
frame. We will take as our starting point an isolated-word error correction technique
of proven efficacy that applies the notion ofedit distance(Levenshtein, 1966), namely
the algorithm proposed by Savary (Savary, 2001), which searches for all possible cor-
rections of a misspelled word that are within a given edit distance threshold.

3.1. Isolated-Word Error Correction: A Global Approach

Savary’s proposal forms part of a set of strategies known asglobal correction, and
is based on a simple operational principle. The goal is to calculate which dictionary
entries are the closest, in terms of edit distance, to the word or words that are considered
to have been misspelled. To this end, methods of this kind (Lyon, 1974) assume that
each character in each word is a possible point of error location, regardless of whether
this is in fact the case or not. As a result, a series ofrepair hypothesisis applied to all
of these characters, each one of them corresponding to an elementary edit operation:
insertionor deletionof a character, andreplacementor transpositionof one character
by another one. As a rule a discreet cost is assigned to each repair hypothesis5, although
the user may choose to associate an alternative specific weight. These operations must
be applied recursively until a correct spelling is reached.

At the cost of running the risk of assuming the existence of errors where they do not
in fact occur, this proposal is an elegant way of avoiding twoissues whose resolution
can have a decisive impact on correction quality: error detection and error location. In
the first of these we have to determine when a word has been misspelled, for which
it is sufficient to compare it character by character with the entries in a dictionary,
and launch the correction mode as soon as the first non-valid prefix is identified. Let

5I.e. we consider an unitary cost for each replacement, transposition, deletion or insertion applied.
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us take as an example, referring to Spanish, the misspelled word “prat o” . A simple
comparison with a dictionary of Spanish words would lead us to detect the error in the
position corresponding to the character“t” , since there would be entries containing the
prefix “pra” , e.g.“prado” ("field").

Error location, however, is not such a simple matter, since there is no reason why
it has to coincide with the point of error detection, and may in fact occur in a previous
position. Thus, in the example we have used above the error may be located at the
character“t” , but also at the“r” . In the former case, this would be because if we apply
a replacement of“t” by “d” , we obtain the word“prado” ("field"), and in the latter,
because we could delete“r” and obtain the word“pato” ("duck"), transpose the“a”
and the“r” to obtain“parto” ("childbirth") or, alternatively, perform a double
replacement of the“r” by “l” and the“o” by “a” to give us“plata” ("silver").

By rendering error detection and location tasks unnecessary, global correction strate-
gies ensure that no correction option is omitted, giving a robust performance in the
event of multiple errors and/or those precipitated by a previous wrong correction. This
makes it easy to determine, on the basis of their edit distance from the misspelled
word, which are the best corrections in absolute terms. Unfortunately, as a result of
this correction process, the algorithm may return several repair candidates that from
a morphological standpoint have a similar quality, i.e. when there are several words
sharing the same closest edit distance from the original misspelled word. So, assuming
discrete costs, not only“pato” ("duck") but also“prado” ("field") and “parto”
("childbirth") would be proposed as corrections for“prato” , all with the same uni-
tary cost. On the other hand“plata” ("silver") would not be considered since it
would suppose a cost of two, i.e. higher than that of the previous corrections.

The price one has to pay for using this protocol is the excessive computing cost of
the construction, whether total or partial, of correction alternatives that in the end will
be discarded. Thus, in order to reduce the correction space dynamically, the system
applies theprinciple of optimality, retaining only those processes requiring minimal
edit distances for a given term at a given moment. This is the case of the possible
correction“plata” ("silver") for “prato” , in which the replacement of“o” by “a” to
obtain“plata” ("silver") will never occur because the cost of each of the alternative
corrections“prado” ("field"), “pato” ("duck") and “parto” ("childbirth") is
one, and at this cost the application is able to provide a solution to the problem without
having to perform any kind of edit operation on the letter“o” in “prato” .

In this context, Savary’s proposal maintains the essence ofglobal correction tech-
niques, introducingfinite automata(FA) as operational kernel. For completeness, we
introduce a brief description of how this algorithm works. We first assume anFA

A = (Q,Σ, δ,q0, Q f ) recognizing the dictionary, where:Q is the set of states,Σ the
set of input symbols,δ is a function ofQ × Σ into 2Q defining the transitions of the
automaton,q0 is the initial state andQ f is the set of final states (Hopcroft et al., 2006,
chap. 2).

The procedure starts like a standard recognizer, attempting to proceed from the
initial state to a final one through transitions labeled withinput string characters. When
an error is detected in a word, the recognizer reaches a statefrom which there is no
transition for the next character in the input. In that situation, the repair hypotheses
are applied in order to obtain a new configuration from which the standard recognition
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presiónNo es fácil trabajar bajo

Adv V Adj V P

Adj

V

N

Figure 1: An example of a trellis (correct sequence highlightened).

can continue. So,insertionskips the current character in the input string and tries to
continue from the current state. In the case ofdeletion, the system tries to continue from
each state accessible from the current one.Replacementskips the current character in
the input string and tries to continue from each state accessible from the current one,
this being equivalent to applying a deletion followed by an insertion, or vice-versa.
Finally, transpositionis applicable when it is possible to get to a stateq from the current
one with the next character in the input string, and it is alsopossible to get to a new state
p using the current character. If both these conditions are satisfied then the algorithm
tries to continue from statep and skips the next two characters in the input.

These operations are applied recursively until a correct configuration is achieved,
from both the state where the error is detected and all previous configurations of theFA.

Savary’s main contribution lies in giving only the nearest-neighbors, i.e. the valid
corrected words with the minimal edit distance from the input. In this way, the list
of correction candidates should be shorter because only theclosest alternatives are
taken into account, which should not only reduce the practical complexity but also the
possibility of choosing a wrong correction.

3.2. Contextual-Word Error Correction: A Global Approach

However, it is possible to go beyond Savary’s proposal by taking advantage of the
contextual linguistic information embedded in a tagging process in order to rank the
final corrections proposed by the base isolated-word algorithm (Otero et al., 2007). We
then talk aboutcontextual-word error correction, whose kernel is a stochastic part-of-
speech tagger based on a dynamic extension of the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967)
over second orderHidden Markov Models(Grãna et al., 2002). In this sense, while the
original Viterbi algorithm is applied on trellises, we havechosen to use an extension of
it which is applied on lattices. To illustrate the practicalimplications of this strategy let
us consider the sentence‘ ‘No es f́acil trabajar bajo presión” ("It is not easy to

work under pressure"). Using trellises, as shown in Figure 1, the first row contains
the words of the sentence to be tagged and their possible tagsappear in columns below
them, the goal being to compute the most probable sequence oftags for the input
sentence.

In our particular context, given that words are in nodes, it is not possible to represent
different spelling correction alternatives in a trellis, sincethere may be several candi-
date corrected words for a single position of the sentence containing a misspelling, each
with its corresponding possible tags. At this point, lattices are much more flexible than
trellises because words are represented in arcs instead of nodes. So, we can represent
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trabajar/V presión/Nes/V

bajo/P

baño/N

No/Adv

fácile*

bajo/Adjfácil/Adj

fáciles/Adj
bajo/V

baio*

Figure 2: Spelling correction alternatives represented ona lattice (correct sequence highlightened).

a word/tag pair in each arc and then, by means of a simple adaptation of the Viterbi
equations, the probability of each possible path can be computed.

The process can be sketched from Figure 2 for the sentence“No es fácile traba-
jar baio presión”, which is intended to be a misspelled interpretation of the forego-
ing “No es fácil trabajar bajo presión”, in which the words“fácile” and“baio” are
misspellings. Let us now assume that our spelling correctorprovides both“fácil” /Adj-
singular ("easy") and“fáciles” /Adj-plural ("easy") as possible corrections for“fácile” .
Let us also assume that the words“bajo” /Adj ("short"), “bajo” /Preposition ("under"),
“bajo” /Verb ("I bring down") and“baño” /Noun ("bath") are proposed as correc-
tions for“baio” . We can then consider the lattice in Figure 2 as a pseudo-parse repre-
sentation including all these alternatives for correction. The execution of the dynamic
Viterbi algorithm over this lattice then provides us both with the tags of the words and
also the most probable spelling corrections in the context of this concrete sentence, al-
lowing us to propose a ranked list of correction candidates on the basis of the computed
probability for each path in the lattice.

4. Spanish as a Case in Point

Our approach has initially been tested for Spanish. This language can be consid-
ered a representative example since it shows a great varietyof morphological processes,
making it a challenging language for spelling correction (Vilares et al., 2004). The
most outstanding features are to be found in verbs, with a highly complex conjugation
paradigm, including nine simple tenses and nine compound tenses, all of which have
six different persons. If we add the present imperative with two forms, the infinitive,
the compound infinitive, the gerund, the compound gerund, and the participle with four
forms, then 118 inflected forms are possible for each verb. Inaddition, irregularities
are present in both stems and endings. So, very common verbs such as“hacer” ("to
do") have up to seven different stems:“hac-er” , “hag-o” , “hic-e” , “har-é” , “hiz-
o” , “haz” , “hech-o” . Approximately 30% of Spanish verbs are irregular, and can be
grouped around 38 different models. Verbs also include enclitic pronouns producing
changes in the stem due to the presence of accents:“da” ("give"), “dame” ("give
me"), dámelo("give it to me"). Moreover, there are some highly irregular verbs
that cannot be classified in any irregular model, such as“ir” ("to go") or “ser” ("to
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be"); and others include gaps in which some forms are missing or simply not used.
For instance, meteorological verbs such as“nevar” ("to snow") are conjugated only
in third person singular. Finally, verbs can present duplicate past participles, like“im-
preso” and“imprimido” ("printed").

This complexity extends to gender inflection, with words considering only one gen-
der, such as“hombre” ("man") and “mujer” ("woman"), and words with the same
form for both genders, such as“azul” ("blue"). In relation to words with separate
forms for masculine and feminine, we have a lot of models suchas: “autor /autora”
("author/authoress"); “jefe/jefa” ("boss") or “actor /actriz” ("actor/actress").
We have considered 20 variation groups for gender.

We can also refer to number inflection, with words presentingonly the singular
form, such as“estrés” ("stress"), and others where only the plural form is correct,
such as“matemáticas” ("mathematics"). The construction of different forms does
not involve as many variants as in the case of gender, but we can also consider a certain
number of models:“rojo /rojos” ("red") or “luz /luces” ("light(s)"), for example.
We have considered 10 variation groups for number.

5. Experiments: Research Objective

The main goal of this work is to study, firstly, the effect of misspelled queries on
the retrieval performance ofIR systems; and secondly, the effect of the strategies we
have proposed (spelling correction and the use of charactern-gram based indexing) in
order to reduce such performance loss.

At the same time, the use of these strategies allows us to study the possible in-
fluence, if any, of taking linguistic information into account when dealing with mis-
spellings. Each of the approaches proposed in this work corresponds to a different
incremental level of linguistic knowledge integration: excluding its use (in the case
of n-gram based indexing), integrating lexical information byusing external dictionar-
ies (in the case of both spelling correction approaches), and additionally integrating
contextual information (in the case of contextual spellingcorrection).

Moreover, since the language we will use in our tests is Spanish, which has a much
more complex lexical structure than English, the results obtained will be easier to ex-
trapolate to other languages.

Finally, it must be noted that we have tried to make this studyas complete as pos-
sible by using a wide range of configurations in our test runs.

Next, we will describe the set-up of our experiments.

6. Experiments: Methodology

6.1. The Evaluation Framework

Our testing information retrieval system employes the open-source T plat-
form (Ounis et al., 2007) as its core retrieval engine, usingan InL26 ranking model (Am-

6Inverse Document Frequency model with Laplace after-effect and normalization 2.
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<top>

<num> C059 </num>

<ES-title> Virus informáticos </ES-title>

<ES-desc> Encontrar documentos sobre virus informáticos. </ES-desc>

<ES-narr> Los documentos relevantes deben mencionar el nombre del virus

informático, y posiblemente el da~no que causa. </ES-narr>

</top>

<top>

<num> C059 </num>

<EN-title> Computer Viruses </EN-title>

<EN-desc> Find documents about computer viruses. </EN-desc>

<EN-narr> Relevant documents should mention the name of the computer

virus, and possibly the damage it does. </EN-narr>

</top>

Figure 3: Sample test topic and its English translation.

ati and van Rijsbergen, 2002). With regard to the document collection used in the eval-
uation process, we have used the Spanish corpus of the CLEF 2006 robust task7 (Nardi
et al., 2006), which is formed by 454 045 news reports (1.06 GB). More in detail, the
test set consists of the 60training topics established for that task:C050–C059, C070–C079,
C100–C109, C120–C129, C150–159andC180–189. As shown in Figure 3, topics are formed
by three fields: a brieftitle statement, a one-sentencedescription, and a more complex
narrativespecifying the relevance assessment criteria.

6.2. Error Rate

The evaluation has been performed by introducing misspellings in the topic set
and analyzing their impact on the results obtained. In orderto study the behavior of
our proposals in the presence of different error densities, we have tested them with
different error rates. Anerror rate T implies that onlyT% of the words contain an
error. All approaches have been tested for a wide range of error rates:

T ∈ {0%,10%,20%,30%, . . . ,100%}

whereT=0% means no extra errors have been introduced (i.e. the original topics). In
this way we have been able to study the behavior of the system not only for low error
densities, but also for high error rates existing in noisy and very noisy environments
such as those where input is obtained from mobile devices, those based on handwriting
(e.g. tablet computing, digital pens, PDAs), or even speech-based interfaces.

7The experiments shown here must be considered as unofficial experiments, since the results obtained
have not been checked by the CLEF organization.
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However, it must be noted that in the case of usinghuman errors, as will be ex-
plained below in Section 6.3.2, the maximum feasible error rate we could obtain was
T=60%.

6.3. Error Type
Two different approaches have been considered for introducing spelling errors into

the topics:artificial errors andhuman errors.

6.3.1. Artificial Errors
In this first approach for error generation, the misspellings have been randomly

introduced by an automatic error-generator according to a given error rate. This allows
a greater control over the test variables, since the tester can introduce errors whenever
and wherever necessary.

Firstly, for each topic word with a length of more than 3 characters8, one of the
four edit errors described by Damerau9 (Damerau, 1964) is introduced in a random
position of the word. Our intention is to introduce errors similar to those that a human
writer or anOCR device could make. At the same time, a random value between 0 and
100 is generated. Such a value represents the probability ofnot containing a spelling
error. In this way we obtain a so-calledmaster error filehaving, for each word, its
corresponding misspelled form, and a probability value.

All these data make it possible to easily generate different test sets for different er-
ror rates, allowing us to evaluate the impact of this variable on the output results. Such
a procedure consists of reading the master error file and selecting, for each word, the
original form in the event of its probability being higher than the fixed error rate, or the
misspelled form in the other case. So, given an error rateT, only T% of the words of
the topics should contain an error. An interesting and important feature of this solution
is that the errors are incremental, since the misspelled forms which are present for a
given error rate continue to be present for a higher error rate, thereby avoiding any dis-
tortion in the results: i.e. if a given error appears atT=20%, it must continue to appear
when increasing toT=30%,T=40% and so on. Moreover, this process is performed
simultaneously over the three fields of the query:title, descriptionandnarrative. Thus,
whatever the fields used for generating the query to be submitted — as explained below
in Section 6.4 —, the same errors will be used each time, avoiding any distortion.

As can be seen, this methodology we have developed is very simple and makes use
of minimal resources, a very interesting feature for researchers, since it allows us to
generate new test sets very quickly whenever they are needed. However, at the same
time, it has a great flexibility since these are generated in acontrolled environment,
allowing us to create them according to our precise needs.

6.3.2. Human Errors
In a second approach, real human errors have been employed instead. In this case

the situation is the opposite to before, since these kinds oferror are much harder to

8Very short words were ignored because the shorter a word is, the less likelihood there is of making an
error. Moreover, they are not usually content words.

9Insertion, deletion and substitution of a character, and transposition of two adjacent characters.
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generate, requiring much more effort and time, and the control over the test variables
is also greatly reduced. However, this is compensated for bytheir very nature, which
allows us to obtain valuable new information about the behavior of our system when
facing a practical environment, information which is not available when using artificial
errors. Moreover, the methodology we have developed for thegeneration and manage-
ment of human errors permits a partial control over the test variables, thus allowing us
to obtain a greater amount of information from the tests.

In a first phase, eight people with no relation with this work were asked to type at
least three copies of the original topics each10. These collaborators were asked to make
such copies by typing fast or in noisy environments — while watching TV, for example
—, and not to correct any error they might make when typing. In this way we obtained
a basis corpus formed by 27 copies of the topics containing a certain number of errors:
82 in the case of the copy with the minimal number of errors (resulting in a maximal
possible error rate ofT=2.29%), 906 in the case of the copy with the maximal number
of errors (obtainingT=25.26%), giving as a result 276 errors per copy on average (i.e.
T=7.70%). However, individually, these figures were too smallto be of practical use
for a detailed study.

In order to solve this, in a second phase, error density was increased by means of
redundancy. Firstly, all texts in the corpus were parallelized, thus gaining access to all
the ways a given word in a given position had been typed. Next,the most frequent
error for each word in the topics was identified. By these means, the maximum number
of errors available could be increased to 2353, resulting ina maximum possible error
rate of 65.62% (60% in practice). However, our aim was to study the behavior of
the system for a wide range of increasing error rates, as in previous experiments for
artificial errors. So, we still needed to design a way of progressively introducing such
errors in order to obtain increasing error rates. Moreover,as we have done in the case
of artificial errors, such errors are required to be accumulative in order to avoid any
distortion in the results.

So, in a third phase, test sets for increasing error rates were finally obtained. To
do this, all the words which have been badly typed at least once are randomly and
uniformly distributed into 66 groups11. In this way, if we want to obtain a test set with
a given error rateT, we have to scan the text taking the misspelled version of each word
only if it is contained in one of the firstT groups.

At this point some differences between human errors and the previously-mentioned
artificial errors must be pointed out. Firstly, new error types exist in the case of human
errors: tokenization errors, e.g.”the red car” could be typed as”the redcar” or ”the
redc ar”; word removal errors, e.g.”the car” ; and even word repetition errors, e.g.
”the red red car”. Secondly, we have no control at all over how many errors are
introduced in a given word: in the case of artificial errors, only one error per word was

10Only title and descriptionfields have been used because of the huge workload the fact of using the
narrativefield would have imposed on the typesetters. Besides, as will be explained in Section 6.4, we were
more interested in shorter queries, more similar to those of commercial systems.

11The number of groups is obtained from the maximum possible errorrate (65.62%), with one group per
1% step.
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introduced, but in the case of human errors two or more errorsmay appear at a time.
Moreover, such a number is not homogeneous over the document, some words will
contain only one error, others will contain two errors, others may contain three errors,
and so on. Another noticeable difference is that in the case of human errors there is a
maximum achievable error rate, imposed by the number of errors introduced by typers.
In this way, the maximum rate we can work with isT=60%, since the maximum error
rate available was 65.62%. Finally, as explained before, only title and description
fields have been considered for these experiments, sincenarrative is not available in
the copies.

As a general conclusion, we can state that the use of human errors is more appropri-
ate if we intend to study the performance of the system in an environment closer to real
world use. However, because of their much higher costs, human errors should be left
for performing the final test phase; artificial errors, whichare much simpler to generate
and much easier to control, should be used for the preliminary tests. Moreover, artifi-
cial errors should also be used when total control over the errors inserted is required,
for example when studying the effect of a particular type of error on the outcome. In
the case of the present work, we will use both types of errors,thus making our study
more complete and allowing us to analyze possible differences we may find.

6.4. Query Length

In order to study the impact on performance of the length and information redun-
dancy of the query, three different rounds of experimental runs have been performed for
each test configuration. Following previous CLEF works, thedifferent query lengths
required for such experiments are obtained by combining thetopic fields (title, descrip-
tion andnarrative) in different ways:

1. Short queries:The first round of results has been obtained using only thetitle
field of the topic for generating the query text. In this way, in the case of the
sample topic of Figure 3, the source text for generating the final query would be:

”Virus informáticos.”

or its misspelled counterpart in the case of using the misspelled topics. The
average length of the resulting queries is 2.75. Such a shortlength corresponds
to that of web search queries: 2-3 terms on average in most studies (Croft et al.,
2009; Bendersky and Croft, 2009; Arampatzis and Kamps, 2008; Barr et al.,
2008; Jansen et al., 2000; Kirsch, 1998). Moreover,title fields consist mainly of
noun phrases, as in our sample, which also agrees with the nature of web queries,
noun phrases in the main (Barr et al., 2008; Kirsch, 1998). Thus, by using only
the title field we are simulating the case of short queries such as thoseused in
commercial web search engines.

2. Mid-size queries:A second round of experiments was performed by using both
the title and descriptionfields. As a result, taking again our sample topic of
Figure 3, the source text for generating the final query is:

”Virus informáticos. Encontrar documentos sobre virus informáticos.”
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In this case the average length of the queries obtained is 9.88, which corresponds
in turn to the length of those queries used in traditional (non-web) IR systems:
7-15 terms on average12 (Jansen et al., 2000). It must also be noted that although
queries of this length are not as common as short ones, they are not rare in web
searches (Bendersky and Croft, 2009), another reason why queries of this kind
are interesting for their study.

3. Long queries:Finally, our third test series employs all topic fields (title, descrip-
tion andnarrative) in order to study the behavior of the system with very long
queries. In this case, the resulting source text for our sample topic is:

”Virus informáticos. Encontrar documentos sobre virus informáticos. Los
documentos relevantes deben mencionar el nombre del virus informático, y

posiblemente el daño que causa.”

These are our longest queries, with 25.72 terms on average. Such queries are
very rare in web searches, although they may occasionally appear in traditional
IR systems (Spink and Saracevic, 1997), and are also sometimesused inIR eval-
uation forums like CLEF or TREC. However, because of their restricted use, we
have paid less attention to queries of this kind, only studying them in the case of
errors generated automatically.

6.5. Indexing-Retrieval Process

Two strategies have been proposed in this work for dealing with misspelled queries.
Firstly, the use of spelling correction techniques in orderto remove the misspellings
from the query. Two correction techniques have been described (see Section 3): Savary’s
approach (which we will denote asSav), and our contextual spelling correction pro-
posal (denoted ascont). Secondly, as explained in Section 2.2, we also propose the
use of charactern-grams as index units instead of words (4gr). Finally, we have used
a classical stemming-based approach (stm) as our baseline. Next, we will describe the
set-up employed during the indexing-retrieval process foreach approach.

6.5.1. The Baseline
As explained, our baseline (stm) consists of a classical stemming-based approach

used for conflation during both indexing and retrieval. We have chosen to work with
SNOWBALL stemmer13, based on Porter’s algorithm (Porter, 1980), while the stop-word
list used was that provided by the University of Neuchâtel14. Both resources are com-
monly used by theIR research community. Following Mittendorfer and Winiwarter
(2001, 2002), a second list of so-namedmeta-stop-wordshas also been used in the
case of queries. Such stop-words correspond to meta-level content, i.e. those expres-
sions corresponding to query formulation but not giving anyuseful information for the
search. This is the case, for example, of the phrase:“encuentre aquellos documentos
que describan. . . ” ("find those documents describing . . . ").

12This is the reason, for example, why it is mandatory for CLEF Workshop participants to submit at least
one run usingtitle anddescriptionfields, which is used for the official ranking in the competition.

13http://snowball.tartarus.org
14http://www.unine.ch/info/clef/
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6.5.2. The Correction-Based Strategy
The basic configuration for the experiments corresponding to our correction-based

approaches (Sav, cont) is the same as for the baseline (stm). However, a lexicon is now
needed, and in the particular case of our contextual corrector (cont), a manually dis-
ambiguated training corpus is also required for training the tagger. We have chosen to
work with theMULTEXT-JOC Spanish corpus and its associated lexicon. TheMULTEXT-JOC

corpus (V́eronis, 1999) is part of the corpus developed within theMULTEXT project15

financed by theEuropean Commission. This part contains raw, tagged and aligned data
from theWritten Questions and Answersof theOfficial Journal of the European Com-
munity. The corpus contains approximately 1 million words per language for English,
French, German, Italian and Spanish. Moreover, about 200 000 words per language
were grammatically tagged and manually checked, with the exception of German. Re-
garding the lexicon of the Spanish corpus, that used in the experiments, it contains
15 548 words which, once compiled, build an automaton of 55 579 states connected by
70 002 transitions.

In the case of using Savary’s approach (Sav), the querying process works as fol-
lows. The correction module takes as input the misspelled topic, obtaining as output a
corrected version where each misspelled word has been replaced by the closest term in
the lexicon, according to its edit distance. In the event of atie, namely more than one
candidate word existing at the same closest edit distance (i.e. several candidate cor-
rections with the same quality), the query is expanded with all of them. For example,
taking as input the sample sentence previously considered in Section 3:

”No es fáciletrabajar baiopresión”

the output returned by the algorithm, to be submitted to the system, would be:

”No es fácil fácilestrabajar bajobañopresión”.

It must be noted that this implies that at the same time the misspelled word is being
corrected (e.g.”baio”  ”bajo” ), non-related words may also be inserted in the query
(e.g.”baño” ) thus introducing noise into the system. In this case, one way of measur-
ing the noise introduced into the system is through the number of candidate corrections
proposed by the algorithm: more than one candidate implies that extra words have been
introduced. Table 1 shows the mean number of candidate corrections per misspelling
retrieved by Savary’s algorithm during our experiments.

With respect to our contextual spelling correction proposal (cont), the use of this
algorithm allows us to solve the ties by selecting the most probable correction for that
given context. In the case of our misspelled sample sentence,the algorithm is able to
take the initial output:

“No es fácil fácilestrabajar bajobañopresión”

and, by filtering it, to obtain the right correction:

“No es fácil trabajar bajopresión”.

15http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/projects/multext
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artificial errors human errors

T short mid-size long short mid-size

10 1.11 1.35 1.24 1.86 2.21
20 1.06 1.25 1.23 1.85 2.49
30 1.05 1.30 1.26 1.85 2.38
40 1.06 1.33 1.27 2.01 2.41
50 1.13 1.30 1.26 2.57 2.42
60 1.10 1.28 1.25 2.45 2.39
70 1.14 1.27 1.26 – –
80 1.15 1.25 1.25 – –
90 1.15 1.26 1.26 – –

100 1.19 1.26 1.26 – –

avg. 1.11 1.28 1.25 – –
avg.60 1.08 1.30 1.25 2.10 2.38

Table 1: Mean number of candidate corrections per misspellingusing Savary’s correction approach. Columns
short stand for results obtained with the so-calledshort queries, those built using thetitle topic field only;
columnsmid-sizestand for results obtained withmid-sizequeries, those using bothtitle and description
topic fields; finally, columnlong stands for those obtained withlong queries, those using all topic fields:
title, descriptionandnarrative.

6.5.3. The n-Gram Based Strategy
In the case of ourn-gram based strategy (4gr), documents are lowercased, and

punctuation marks, but not diacritics, are removed. The resulting text is split and in-
dexed using 4-grams, as a compromise on then-gram size after studying the previous
results of McNamee and Mayfield (2004b). No stop-word removal is applied in this
case. Such a process, which needs no extra resources, is applied both during indexing
and retrieval.

7. Experiments: Results

As we have previously explained, we have tried to make this study as complete as
possible by using a wide range of configurations in our experiments, also gathering
as much data as possible. We have also tried to give access to all these data in such
a way that the reader can examine them at a glance, avoiding the need to examine
several parallel tables at once. This resulted in the tablesof results used throughout
this paper, where absolute performance, performance loss,statistical significance and
other data can be displayed simultaneously, making their analysis as a whole easier.
However, since these tables might initially seem somewhat dense, we will describe
how to interpret them before continuing.

Let us take Table 2, for example, which corresponds to the results obtained with
the different approaches proposed when usingshortqueries andartificial errors. Each
row corresponds to a given error rateT, excepting theseavg. rows at the bottom, which
we will explain later. For each test configuration the performance obtained, in terms
of mean average precision(MAP), is shown in column, with column%lossalso
showing the performance loss (in percentage) with respect to theMAP obtained for the
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stm Sav cont 4gr

T  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]

0 .2990 – – – – – .2667 –

10 .2461 -17.69 .2587 -13.48N .2628 -12.11 N◦ .2554 -4.24 △

20 .2241 -25.05 .2537 -15.15N .2578 -13.78 N◦ .2486 -6.79 △

30 .2049 -31.47 [1] .2389 -20.10 N

[1] .2431 -18.70 N◦
[1] .2433 -8.77 △◦

40 .1802 -39.73 [1] .2262 -24.35 N

[1] .2311 -22.71 N◦
[1] .2353 -11.77 N◦

50 .1482 -50.43 [2] .2076 -30.57 N

[1] .2120 -29.10 N◦
[1] .2260 -15.26 N◦

60 .1183 -60.43 [4] .1806 -39.60 N

[1] .1850 -38.13 N◦
[1] .2134 -19.99 N◦

70 .0863 -71.14 [4] .1352 -54.78 N

[1] .1448 -51.57 N◦
[1] .2073 -22.27 N•

80 .0708 -76.32 [10] .1345 -55.02 N

[4] .1449 -51.54 N◦
[4] .1999 -25.05 N•

90 .0513 -82.84 [11] .1188 -60.27 N

[4] .1282 -57.12 N◦
[4] .1767 -33.75 N◦

100 .0174 -94.18 [13] .0903 -69.80 N

[5] .0997 -66.66 N◦
[5] .1627 -39.00 N•

avg. – -54.93 – -38.31 – -36.14 – -18.69
avg.60 – -37.47 – -23.87 – -22.42 – -11.14

Table 2: Results for experiments with artificial errors usingshortqueries.

original topics (i.e. forT=0%, when no extra errors are introduced). Moreover, in
the event of a run outperforming thestmbase run for that same error rateT, this fact
will be indicated through theoutp superindex△; if such improvement is statistically
significant16, a filled superindexN will be used instead. Similarly, in the event of a run
outperforming previous correction-based approach(es) for that given error rateT, this
will be indicated by means of superindexes◦ and •, respectively. In other words, in
the case of a contextual correction run (cont), a superindex◦ means that it improves
on Savary’s approach (Sav), while in the case of ann-grams run (4gr), it means that it
outperforms both correction-based approaches (Savandcont). The number of queries
for which no documents are retrieved is also indicated as subindex[∅] when applicable.
The average of the performance losses (%lossvalues) attained for each approach is
shown at the bottom of the table in rowavg. Average loss overT≤60% is also shown
in row avg.60 in order to allow comparison with those results obtained with human
errors17. Finally, we show in boldface the best result obtained for each error rateT and
for the average performance losses (avgandavg.60).

Let us take as an example the results obtained using our contextual correction ap-
proach (cont) with an error rateT=80%. In this case, theMAP obtained was 0.1449,
which implies a 51.54% loss with respect to the performance obtained for the original
query18. Moreover, the filled superindexN tells us that it performs significantly better
than the baseline (stm) for that error rate19. Furthermore, the non-filled superindex◦

16Two-tailed T-tests overMAP values withα=0.05 have been used throughout this work.
17As previously explained in Section 6.3.2, in the case of humanerrors the maximum error rate we can

work with is T=60%.
18The 0.2990MAP value obtained using a non-corrected stemming-based approach (stm) for T=0%.
19I.e. the 0.1449MAP value obtained withcont is significantly better than the 0.0708 value obtained with
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artificial errors human errors

short mid-size long short mid-size

T Sav cont Sav cont Sav cont Sav cont Sav cont

10 4.21 5.59 2.60 2.51 -0.25 0.19 2.91 3.58 -0.32 1.14
20 9.90 11.27 6.62 6.62 3.63 4.04 3.98 4.98 -2.28 2.42
30 11.37 12.78 4.81 5.72 2.20 2.86 9.43 10.23 0.73 8.84
40 15.38 17.02 8.72 9.80 4.02 5.31 9.87 13.38 1.46 16.95
50 19.87 21.34 13.63 16.11 7.54 8.36 11.40 13.24 4.81 18.53
60 20.84 22.31 19.32 22.09 11.08 12.21 17.16 17.06 2.57 20.83
70 16.35 19.57 21.04 23.72 15.02 16.17 – – – –
80 21.30 24.78 24.95 27.75 22.80 25.61 – – – –
90 22.58 25.72 29.03 32.59 29.57 31.82 – – – –

100 24.38 27.53 32.30 34.72 37.13 38.78 – – – –

avg. 16.62 18.79 16.30 18.16 13.27 14.53 – – – –
avg.60 13.60 15.05 9.28 10.47 4.71 5.50 9.13 10.41 1.17 11.46

Table 3: MAP loss recovery when applying correction-based approaches.

shows us that it also outperformsSavfor that error rate, but such improvement is not
statistically significant20.

Finally, in order to make the analysis of the correction-based strategy more com-
plete, an extra indicator has been calculated in that case. This indicator value, which
we refer to asMAP loss recovery, represents the effectiveness of the correction. It is cal-
culated as the difference between the performance loss (%loss) obtained in the case of
applying a correction-based approach (eitherSavor cont) and the performance loss ob-
tained for the original non-corrected queries (stm). The values obtained are displayed
in Table 3.

Let us take as an example the case of Savary’s approach (Sav) for T=10%. In that
case the loss recovery is 4.21, which is obtained by simply calculating the difference
between the performance loss forSavapproach (%loss=13.48%, obtained from Ta-
ble 2) and the performance loss for thestmbaseline (%loss=17.69%):

17.69-13.48=4.21 .
Now we have explained how to interpret the tables of results,we can present them.

7.1. Results with Artificial Errors

Our first set of experiments has been performed using misspellings that have been
artificially introduced in the topics. Next, we present the output results obtained for the
different approaches proposed in this paper.

stm.
20I.e. the 0.1449MAP value obtained withcont is better than the 0.1345 value obtained withSav, although

such improvement is not statistically significant.
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stm Sav cont 4gr

T  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]

0 .3427 – – – – – .3075 –

10 .3356 -2.07 .3445 +0.53 △ .3442 +0.44 △ .2996 -2.57
20 .3209 -6.36 .3436 +0.26 N .3436 +0.26 N .2969 -3.45
30 .3079 -10.15 .3244 -5.34△ .3275 -4.44 △◦ .2807 -8.72
40 .2801 -18.27 .3100 -9.54N .3137 -8.46 N◦ .2705 -12.03
50 .2297 -32.97 .2764 -19.35N .2849 -16.87 N◦ .2596 -15.58 △

60 .1925 -43.83 .2587 -24.51N .2682 -21.74 N◦ .2527 -17.82 N

70 .1488 -56.58 .2209 -35.54N .2301 -32.86 N• .2467 -19.77 N◦

80 .1024 -70.12 .1879 -45.17N .1975 -42.37 N• .2357 -23.35 N◦

90 .0701 -79.54 .1696 -50.51N .1818 -46.95 N◦ .2241 -27.12 N◦

100 .0228 -93.35 .1335 -61.04N .1418 -58.62 N• .2113 -31.28 N•

avg. – -41.32 – -25.02 – -23.16 – -16.17
avg.60 – -18.94 – -9.66 – -8.47 – -10.03

Table 4: Results for experiments with artificial errors usingmid-sizequeries.

7.1.1. Short Queries
The first round of experiments with artificial errors was performed using the so-

called short queries, those built using only thetitle field of the topics, in this way
simulating the case of short queries such as those used in commercial engines. The
results obtained are shown in Table 2.

Baseline. The early tests we have studied are those contained in columngroupstm,
which shows those results obtained using the misspelled (non-corrected) topics in the
case of our baseline, a classical stemming-based approach.

Savary’s Approach.Our second series of experiments tested the behavior of the sys-
tem when using the first of the correction approaches considered in this work, that is,
when submitting the misspelled topics once they have been processed using Savary’s
isolated-word error correction algorithm. In this way we will have a second baseline to
compare with our contextual correction approach.

Contextual Spelling Correction.Next, in order to try to remove noise introduced by
ties when using Savary’s approach, a third series of tests has been performed applying
our contextual spelling corrector instead.

Character n-Grams.Finally, we tested ourn-gram based proposal. So, column group
4gr of Table 2 shows the results when the misspelled (non-corrected) topics are sub-
mitted to ourn-gram basedIR system.

7.1.2. Mid-Size Queries
As explained before, in order to study the impact of query length and information

redundancy in our approaches, a second round of experimentswas performed with the
so-calledmid-sizequeries, those generated using bothtitle anddescriptiontopic fields.
The results obtained appear in Table 4.
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stm Sav cont 4gr

T  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]

0 .3636 – – – – – .3236 –

10 .3587 -1.35 .3578 -1.60 .3594 -1.16 △◦ .3215 -0.65
20 .3440 -5.39 .3572 -1.76△ .3587 -1.35 △◦ .3151 -2.63
30 .3359 -7.62 .3439 -5.42△ .3463 -4.76 △◦ .3067 -5.22
40 .3148 -13.42 .3294 -9.41△ .3341 -8.11 △◦ .2969 -8.25
50 .2861 -21.31 .3135 -13.78N .3165 -12.95 N◦ .2865 -11.46 △

60 .2555 -29.73 .2958 -18.65N .2999 -17.52 N◦ .2791 -13.75 △

70 .2066 -43.18 .2612 -28.16N .2654 -27.01 N◦ .2756 -14.83 N◦

80 .1510 -58.47 .2339 -35.67N .2441 -32.87 N◦ .2604 -19.53 N◦

90 .1062 -70.79 .2137 -41.23N .2219 -38.97 N◦ .2608 -19.41 N◦

100 .0329 -90.95 .1679 -53.82N .1739 -52.17 N◦ .2376 -26.58 N◦

avg. – -34.22 – -20.95 – -19.69 – -12.23
avg.60 – -13.14 – -8.43 – -7.64 – -6.99

Table 5: Results for experiments with artificial errors usinglongqueries.

7.1.3. Long Queries
Finally, Table 5 shows the results obtained for our last round of experiments with

artificial errors, those for the so-calledlong queries, obtained using all the topic fields:
title, descriptionandnarrative.

7.2. Results with Human Errors

A second set of experiments was performed using real human errors. As previously
explained in Section 6.3.2, although system performance has been tested for increasing
error rates, as in the case of artificial errors, this time themaximum rate we can work
with is T=60%, since the maximum error rate available was 65.62%. Moreover, long
queries have not been considered for these experiments, since human errors were not
available for thenarrativetopic field.

7.2.1. Short Queries
The results obtained for this first round of experiments, those with the so-called

shortqueries built using thetitle topic field, are shown in Table 6.

7.2.2. Mid-Size Queries
As for artificial errors, in order to continue our study of theeffects of increasing

query length on system performance, our second round of experiments makes use of
themid-sizequeries generated using bothtitle anddescriptiontopic fields. The results
obtained appear in Table 7.

8. Experiments: Discussion of Results with Artificial Errors

Having presented the results obtained in our experiments for the different test con-
figurations available, we will now proceed to discuss them. Because of the high number
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stm Sav cont 4gr

T  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]

0 .2990 – – – – – .2667 –

10 .2587 -13.48 .2674 -10.57△ .2694 -9.90 △◦ .2523 -5.40
20 .2413 -19.30 [1] .2532 -15.32 △ .2562 -14.31 △• .2461 -7.72 △

30 .2098 -29.83 [1] .2380 -20.40 N .2404 -19.60 N◦ .2310 -13.39 △

40 .1639 -45.18 [1] .1934 -35.32 △ .2039 -31.81 N• .2046 -23.28 △◦

50 .1327 -55.62 [1] .1668 -44.21 △ .1723 -42.37 N◦ .1832 -31.31 N◦

60 .0858 -71.30 [2] .1371 -54.15 N .1368 -54.25 N◦ .1600 -40.01 N◦

avg.60 – -39.12 – -29.99 – -28.71 – -20.19

Table 6: Results for experiments with human errors usingshortqueries.

stm Sav cont 4gr

T  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]  %loss outp
[∅]  %loss outp

[∅]

0 .3427 – – – – – .3075 –

10 .3289 -4.03 .3278 -4.35 .3328 -2.89 △◦ .2908 -5.43
20 .3049 -11.03 .2971 -13.31 .3132 -8.61 △• .2767 -10.02
30 .2804 -18.18 .2829 -17.45△ .3107 -9.34 N• .2642 -14.08
40 .2194 -35.98 .2244 -34.52△ .2775 -19.03 N• .2430 -20.98 △

50 .1789 -47.80 .1954 -42.98△ .2424 -29.27 N• .2254 -26.70 △

60 .1374 -59.91 .1462 -57.34△ .2088 -39.07 N• .2061 -32.98 N

avg.60 – -29.49 – -28.32 – -18.03 – -18.36

Table 7: Results for experiments with human errors usingmid-sizequeries.

of configurations available we have opted to distribute sucha discussion into two sec-
tions in order to facilitate its comprehension. First, the current section deals with the
results obtained for artificial errors, while the next section discusses the case of human
errors.

8.1. Short Queries

8.1.1. Baseline
The figures obtained, shown above in column groupstmof Table 2, indicate that

stemming is very sensitive to misspellings, with a 55%MAP loss on average. As can
be seen, even a low error rate such asT=10% has a significant impact on performance,
sinceMAP decreases by 18%, an impact which increases as the number of errors intro-
duced grows: 25% loss forT=20%, 50% forT=50% (with 2 queries no longer retriev-
ing documents) and 94% forT=100% (13 queries no longer retrieving documents), for
example. This is due to the fact that with short queries like those we are using here,
each single term is of key importance. As explained in Section 6.4, these queries have
approximately 3 searchable stems on average. In this way, the loss of a single matching
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because of a misspelling implies the loss of one third of the information contained in
the query. As stated, each single term becomes of key importance.

8.1.2. Savary’s Approach
On analysis, the results obtained for the first of our correction-based approaches,

shown in column groupSavof Table 2, indicate that correction has a significant positive
effect on performance, greatly diminishing — although not totally eliminating — the
impact of misspellings, not only for low error rates (MAP increased from 0.2241 to
0.2587 forT=20%), but even for high error rates (from 0.0863 to 0.1352 forT=70%),
thus reducing the averageMAP loss (avg.) from 55% to 38%. Moreover, the number
of queries not retrieving documents has been greatly reduced: from 2 to 1 documents
for T=50% and from 13 to 5 forT=100%, for example. Data analysis also shows that
the effectiveness of the correction, theMAP loss recovery value, increases with the error
rate, as shown in the columnartificial errors→short→Savof Table 3.

8.1.3. Contextual Spelling Correction
The results obtained with this approach were shown in columngroupcont of Ta-

ble 2. As expected, results consistently improve with respect to Savary’s original ap-
proach (Sav), although at this level the improvement obtained through extra process-
ing, a 2% extra loss recovery on average, is not significant. As before, loss recovery
increases with error rate, as shown in columncontof Table 3 and, logically, it is slightly
better than that for Savary’s approach.

8.1.4. Character n-Grams
As can be seen in column group4gr of Table 2, although stemming performs better

thann-grams for the original queries, the opposite is the case in the presence of mis-
spellings.n-Grams not only clearly outperform regular stemming (stm, our baseline)
when no correction is applied, such improvement being significant for T≥40%, but
also outperform both correction-based approaches (Sav, cont) except for the very low-
est error rates, although this improvement does not become significant until T=70%.
Moreover, the robustness of thisn-gram based proposal in the presence of misspellings
proves to be far superior to that of any of the previous stemming-based approaches. If
we take a look at itsMAP loss column (%loss), it is 19% on average (avg.) and signif-
icant only forT≥40%, which is nearly a third of that for regular stemming (stm), and
almost halves that for correction-based approaches (Sav, cont). Furthermore, there are
no queries not retrieving documents, even forT=100%; i.e. we have no[∅] entries.

8.2. Mid-Size Queries

8.2.1. Baseline
Results in column groupstmof Table 4 show that stemming remains sensitive to

misspellings, although the performance loss is less than with shortqueries — particu-
larly for low-medium error rates —, with a 41%MAP loss on average (avg.) in contrast
with the previous 55%, such a loss not becoming significant until T=30%. Moreover,
since the table shows no[∅] entries, it means that no queries fail to retrieve docu-
ments, even for very noisy environments. The main reason forthis improvement is
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the redundancy of information. As a result of increasing thelength of the query, now
with approximately 11 searchable terms on average (as explained in Section 6.4), the
query tends to contain more words relevant to the information need of the user. In this
way, even when a word is lost because of a misspelling, thereby no longer allowing
its matching, the information that remains in the rest of thequery terms now makes it
easier to be able to continue retrieving relevant documents. As a result, a higher error
rate is needed in order to attain the same decrease in performance as withshortqueries.

8.2.2. Savary’s Approach
As in the case ofshortqueries, the impact of the correction is clearly positive, not

only reducing the performance loss from 41% to 25%, but even slightly outperforming
the original run (i.e. forT=0%, no extra errors introduced) for the lowest error rate
levels, as shown in column groupSavof Table 4. This is due to misspellings already
existing in the original topics. However, higher error rates once more result in a loss
of performance, which is significant forT≥40%, although such performance losses are
much less than in the case of shorter queries, with averageMAP values (avg.) reduced
from 38% (in the case ofshort queries) to the current 25%. The columnartificial
errors→+mid-size→Savof Table 3 again shows that loss recovery increases with the
error rate, it being similar, on average, to that of shorter queries, although performing
much better forT≤60% (seeavg.60 values).

8.2.3. Contextual Spelling Correction
The relative behavior of our contextual correction approach (column groupcontof

Table 4) with respect to the baseline (stm) and Savary’s approach (Sav) is similar to
that previously obtained withshort queries. As before, contextual spelling correction
has had a clear positive impact on performance by effectively reducing the effect of
misspellings, reducing the performance loss from 41% to 23%. Moreover, the integra-
tion of contextual information has again allowed us to attain a small improvement with
respect to Savary’s (Sav), which becomes significant atT=70%. Regarding loss recov-
ery, shown in the columnartificial errors→+mid-size→contof Table 3, this continues
to grow with error rate, although it has decreased slightly with respect toshortqueries.
However, it remains slightly better than that for Savary’s.

8.2.4. Character n-Grams
The results obtained (column group4gr of Table 4) indicate that, as in the case

of stemming, the use of longer queries improves robustness,reducing the averageMAP

loss (avg.) from 19%, in the case ofshort queries, to the current 16%. As before,
this figure is also clearly superior to that obtained for stemming-based approaches.
However, because of the greater improvement attained for stemming when enlarging
queries, the previously existing advantage ofn-grams over stemming in the presence
of misspellings has been reduced. Thus the error rate now needs to be increased to
T=50% in order forn-grams to outperform non-corrected stems (stm), this difference
being significant forT≥60%. Such a difference has also been reduced with respect
to correction approaches (Sav, cont), since we now need to increase the error rate to
T=70% in order to outperform them, the difference not being significant untilT=90%
in the case of Savary’s approach (Sav), and untilT=100% for our contextual correction
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proposal (cont). However, it must be noted that when no errors are introduced (i.e.
for T=0%) the baselineMAP is much higher for stemming (0.3427) than forn-grams
(0.3075), giving a much wider loss margin for stemming. Nevertheless, even with such
an initial disadvantage,n-grams have managed to outperform stemming for high error
rates.

8.3. Long Queries

8.3.1. Baseline
Column groupstmof Table 5 contains the results for non-corrected stemmed queries,

showing, as expected, a major performance loss with respectto the base run (i.e. for
T=0%). In the same way as before, the use of longer queries, containing approximately
26 searchable stems on average (see Section 6.4), and the redundancy and greater in-
formation availability this implies, result in a smaller average performance loss (avg.)
than in the case of shorter queries: 34% instead of 41% and 55%in the case ofshortand
mid-sizequeries, respectively, although such a performance loss becomes significant at
a lower rate:T≥10% instead ofT≥20%.

8.3.2. Savary’s Approach
As shown in column groupSavof Table 5, when applying Savary’s algorithm over

the misspelled topics the results obtained indicate a general improvement, which be-
comes significant forT≥50%. Although it decreases for high error rates, in the case
of low-medium error rates the performance loss (%loss) with respect to non-corrected
topics is similar to that formid-sizequeries, with a resulting reduction of the meanMAP

loss (avg.) from 25% to 21%. As shown in the columnartificial errors→long→Sav
of Table 3, loss recovery continues to improve with error rate, but has decreased with
respect to shorter queries.

8.3.3. Contextual Spelling Correction
In the case of applying contextual correction (column groupcont of Table 5) the

results show once more that its relative behavior with respect to the other stemming-
based approaches continues to be similar to that for shorterqueries. As in the case of
bothshortandmid-sizequeries, the use of contextual correction attains a generalreduc-
tion of the impact of misspellings on performance, and when compared with Savary’s
approach (Sav), it again shows a small but consistent improvement: 20% average loss
(avg.) in the case of contextual correction, with respect to 21% for Savary’s. Regarding
MAP loss recovery, shown in Table 3, it continues to grow with error rate and improve
on that for Savary’s, although the mean recovery attained (avg.) is not as good as for
shorter queries.

8.3.4. Character n-Grams
Finally, our n-gram based approach (column group4gr of Table 5) also attains

a greater robustness than in the case of shorter queries, with an average 12%MAP loss
(avg.) instead of 16% in the case ofmid-sizequeries and 19% forshortones. Regarding
its relative performance with respect to stemming, theMAP loss is almost a third of
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that for basic stemming topics and somewhat more than a half of that for correction-
based approaches. This allowsn-grams to again outperform non-corrected topics for
T≥50% (significant forT≥70%), and corrected topics forT≥70% (but only significant
for Savary’s approach, withT=100%).

9. Experiments: Discussion of Results with Human Errors

9.1. Short Queries

9.1.1. Baseline
Column groupstmof Table 6 contains theMAP figures obtained in the case of stem-

ming the misspelled (non-corrected) topics. Such data again show a general perfor-
mance drop (%loss), as in the case of artificial errors — previously shown in Table 2
—, although somewhat less in the case of the lowest error rates(it does not become
significant untilT=20%) but higher for the rest; as a result, the averageMAP loss in-
creases from 37% for artificial errors to 39%21. As for artificial errors, some topics fail
to retrieve documents when using misspelled topics ([∅] entries), such a number being
lower than before, although document loss now starts atT=20% as opposed toT=30%
for artificial errors.

9.1.2. Savary’s Approach
Results for Savary’s correction-based approach are shown in column groupSavof

Table 6. As expected,MAP figures clearly indicate that correction reduces the impactof
misspellings at all rates, resulting in an averageMAP loss (avg.60) reduction from 39%
to 30%, with all topics retrieving documents. When compared with the results obtained
for the same approach using artificial errors, shown above incolumnSavof Table 2, the
relative behavior with respect to such artificial errors is similar to that of non-corrected
topics: the performance loss decreases for the lowest errorrates (again, it does not
become significant untilT=20%), but increases for higher ones, finally resulting in a
higherMAP loss on average: 30% for human errors instead of 24% for artificial ones.
In the same way, the number of topics with non-retrieved documents ([∅] entries) has
been reduced with respect to artificial errors, since all topics now retrieve documents.
Regarding loss recovery, shown in the columnhuman errors→short→Savof Table 3,
it continues to increase with the error rate as in the case of artificial errors, although the
recovery rate is less than before.

9.1.3. Contextual Spelling Correction
With respect to contextual spelling correction, whose results are shown in column

groupcontof Table 6, it consistently improves Savary’s approach (column groupSav),
although such improvement remains small, as with artificialerrors: an approximately
2% additional loss recovery on average, only significant on two specific occasions (for
T=20% andT=40%). When compared with the results obtained with artificialerrors

21Notice thatavg.60 values must be compared from now on since the maximum error rate for human errors
is T=60%, as previously explained in Section 6.3.2.
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for this same approach, shown earlier in column groupcontof Table 2, its performance
loss (%loss) decreases for top error rates, but increases for the rest, as in the case
of previous approaches (stmandSav). As a result,MAP loss increases from 24% for
artificial errors to the current 29% for human errors. In the same way, loss recovery
is slightly higher than Savary’s, as shown when comparingSavandcont columns in
Table 3.

9.1.4. Character n-Grams
As in the case of artificial errors (previously shown in Table2), although stemming-

based methods outperformn-grams for the original queries (i.e. whenT=0%), the
introduction of errors changes this, sincen-grams not only outperform non-corrected
stemmed topics (stm) for T≥20% (becoming significant atT≥50%), but also improve
correction-based approaches (Sav, cont) for T≥40%, as can be seen column group4gr
of Table 6. In the same way,n-gram robustness again shows itself to be far superior
to that of previous stemming-based approaches, since its 20% averageMAP loss nearly
halves that for non-corrected stemming and is 50% less than that for correction-based
approaches. Finally, when comparing these results with those previously obtained for
artificial errors (shown in column group4gr of Table 2), the latter also performed better,
as in the case of stemming-based approaches, with averageMAP loss (avg.60) increasing
from 11% to 20%.

After analyzing all these runs we can conclude that, in the case ofshort queries,
the behavior of both correction-based andn-gram based strategies in the presence of
human errors is similar to their behavior in the presence of artificial errors, previously
discussed in Section 8.1. As shown, our pure stemming-basedbaseline is sensitive to
misspellings for both types of errors. However, Savary’s correction approach succeeds
in reducing the impact of such misspellings while our contextual correction solution,
for its part, consistently improves Savary’s approach, although such improvement is not
substantial. Finally, charactern-grams have shown in both cases a greater robustness
in the presence of misspellings, being able to outperform the rest of the approaches
when the error rate increases, even when stemming performs better for the original
queries (i.e., with no extra misspellings). However, it must be noted that human errors
showed a greater impact on results than artificial errors. This led to a partial reduction
of the improvement ratio attained through the application of both correction-based and
n-gram based solutions.

9.2. Mid-Size Queries

9.2.1. Baseline
The results obtained, displayed in column groupstmof Table 7, continue to show

the clearly negative impact of misspellings on the behaviorof the system, which be-
comes significant atT=30%. As in the case of artificial errors, the redundancy of
information due to the availability of longer queries reduces such a performance loss
with respect to shorter queries: a 29% averageMAP loss (avg.60) in contrast with the
previous 39% ofshortqueries (see Table 6). Moreover, all queries retrieve documents,
even for the noisiest environments. At the same time, if we compare these results with
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those obtained when using artificial errors, previously shown in Table 4, we find a
performance reduction, with averageMAP loss (avg.60) increasing from 19% to 29%.

9.2.2. Savary’s Approach
The results contained in column groupSavof Table 7 show a major difference with

respect to all previous tests using Savary’s correction approach, either for human or
artificial errors. This time the application of this technique only manages to attain a
minor non-significant improvement with respect to misspelled stemmed topics (stm),
merely reducing the averageMAP loss (avg.60) from 29% to 28%. This is caused by
the noise introduced by the high number of candidate corrections retrieved by Savary’s
algorithm for the same misspelled word. As shown in Table 1, the mean number of can-
didate corrections per misspelling practically doubles inthe case of human errors: 2.10
candidates on average instead of 1.08. This means that for each misspelled word, more
and more extra words are being introduced in the query duringthe correction process,
these not always being related with the original word. If we study the average lengths
of the queries submitted to the system for the current configuration (mid-sizequeries
with human errors), we can see that the mean length has increased from approximately
11 searchable terms to almost 18 for the current Savary’s approach, which implies the
addition of 50% extra terms to the query. The introduction ofso many additional terms
distorts the semantics of the original information need, finally resulting in a drop in
the number of relevant documents retrieved by the system. This behavior is also re-
flected in loss recovery, as shown when comparing the figures of the columnhuman
errors→mid-size→Savof Table 3 with those of the corresponding column in the same
table for artificial errors: as we can see, average recovery (avg.60) has decreased from
9.28% for artificial errors to 1.17% in the case of human errors.

9.2.3. Contextual Spelling Correction
However, when looking at the results obtained using contextual correction instead,

shown in column groupcontof Table 7, we realize that the application of this approach
does make a difference, since it continues to attain a positive impact on performance
as before, noticeably reducing the averageMAP loss (avg.60) from 28% for Savary’s
approach (Sav) to the current 18%, and also notably outperforming both non-corrected
(stm) and Savary’s (Sav) MAP figures, such differences being significant forT≥20%. As
previously explained, our contextual correction algorithm performs a drastic pruning
in the number of correction candidates since it is able to solve ties by selecting a single
best candidate for each misspelled word according to its context, thus avoiding the
introduction of extra words in the query and thereby minimizing the noise introduced
during the correction process. Data analysis again revealsthat loss recovery increases
at the same time as the error rate, as reflected inhuman errors→mid-size→cont of
Table 3. In general, when compared with artificial results, although clearly positive,
current results are not as good as before, thus supporting the previous results obtained
for human errors withshortqueries.

9.2.4. Character n-Grams
Finally, n-gram behavior is studied (its results being displayed in column group

4gr of Table 7). As in the case of the stemming-based approaches above, averageMAP
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loss (avg.60) has been reduced from 20% in the case ofshort queries (see Table 7) to
the current 18% because of the use of longer queries. However, this value is clearly
superior to the 29% of basic stemming (stm), showing the greater robustness ofn-
grams. Moreover,n-gram performance continues to be better than that of non-corrected
stems (stm) and Savary’s correction (Sav) for T≥40%, and significant forT=60% in
the case of the former. Regarding contextual correction (cont), this performs better
thann-grams for the range examined, although performance differences progressively
diminish as the error rate increases, finally leveling atT=60%, with both averageMAP

losses leveling at 18%. It must be also taken into account that the overall situation
is no different to that for artificial errors. If we check in Table 4 those previousMAP

values corresponding to artificial errors, the situation was even slightly worse in that
case, withn-grams showing a somewhat higher performance loss.

The main conclusion we can draw from all our tests using mid-size queries con-
taining human errors, is that on this occasion Savary’s approach has proved to be of
little use for reducing the negative impact of misspellings. In contrast, our contextual
correction approach has had a clear positive impact on performance, being far supe-
rior to Savary’s. Regarding then-gram based strategy, it continues to display a greater
robustness in the presence of misspellings, particularly for high error rates. Finally, it
must be noticed that, as withshortqueries, the improvement attained with contextual-
based correction and charactern-grams, although positive, is not as great as in the case
of artificial errors.

10. Conclusions and Future Work

This work introduces a proposal in the design of robust search on IR systems, in-
tended to be used in a generic, non-specialized, domain of application. Our main goal is
to add flexibility to the process, allowing misspelled queryexecution to continue while
avoiding complex implementation, not only from the computational point of view but
also from the linguistic one.

For this task two different strategies have been described throughout this work.
Firstly, a correction-based strategy has been proposed. This way, the input misspelled
query is corrected before being submitted to theIR system, which employs a classical
stemming-based approach, i.e. the misspelled words of the query are replaced by their
candidate corrections proposed by the correction algorithm. Two different correction
techniques have been studied. On the one hand, a global correction algorithm which
retrieves the forms closest to the input (misspelled) word is used. However, this implies
that in case of a tie, i.e. when two or more equally close correction candidates exist,
the input misspelled word is replaced by the whole set of candidates, thus introducing
a large amount of noise into the system. On the other hand, a contextual spelling
corrector is employed. This algorithm is an extension of theformer which makes use
of contextual information obtained through part-of-speech tagging, thus providing a
solution for ties and returning a single correction.

The second strategy we have proposed consists of using charactern-grams instead
of classical stems as the processing unit. This allows us to work directly with the
misspelled topics without further processing, since the matching process is no longer
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performed at word-level, but at subword-level, thus increasing robustness since partial
matchings between a word and its misspelled form are now allowed.

Moreover, in this work we also introduce two methodologies for the design of ex-
periments in this field by introducing, respectively, artificial errors (easy to generate
and to control their variables) and human errors (more realistic) in the input topic set
in order to analyze their impact on the performance of the system.

These methodologies provide three major contributions. Firstly, their simplicity,
both in their use and their understanding. Secondly, the fact that input error rate can be
set at will, even in the case of human errors. Finally, the fact that through their applica-
tion we are able to study the effect of the progressive introduction of misspellings in a
homogeneous way, since the misspelled forms which are present for a given error rate
continue to be present for a higher rate, thereby avoiding any distortion in the results.

Once performed, our experiments demonstrate that classic stemming-based ap-
proaches are highly sensitive to misspelled queries, particularly with short queries,
since the information lost when a term no longer matches because of a misspelling may
not be recovered from the rest of the topic. Such a negative impact can be appreciably
reduced by the use of correction mechanisms during querying. Moreover, our contex-
tual correction approach has been proved to outperform classical global correction in
a consistent way, particularly in the case of mid-size queries containing human errors
(a not uncommon situation in practical environments). In this case classical global
correction has shown to be of little help, while contextual correction proved to be far
superior by remarkably reducing the impact of misspellingson performance. This is
because of the high level of noise introduced by the global corrector in such a context.

On the other hand, ourn-gram based strategy has shown a remarkable robustness,
with average performance losses appreciably smaller than those for classical stemming.
It must be noted that in the presence of no misspellings classical stemming-based ap-
proaches obtain a better performance thann-grams. However, in the case of very short
queries such as those of practical systems,n-grams have been able to outperform stem-
ming when misspellings are introduced. In the case of longerqueries,n-grams are also
able to do this, but only for high error rates. Moreover, since such a subword-based
approach does not rely on language-specific processing, it can be used with languages
of very different natures, even in the face of the lack of linguistic information and re-
sources available; in contrast, previous correction-based approaches needed language-
specific resources for their application, such as stemmers,stop-word lists, lexicons,
tagged corpora, etc.

With regard to future work, in the case of our contextual corrector we plan to ex-
tend it for dealing with tokenization errors. In the case of our n-gram based proposal,
we intend to extend the concept ofstop-wordto the case ofn-grams in order to both
increase the performance of the system and reduce processing and storage resources.
Suchstop-n-gramsshould be generated automatically from the input texts (Lo et al.,
2005) in order to preserve the language-independent natureof this approach.
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